I. INTRODUCTION
Breast cancer is among the leading causes of cancer death for women in the Western world [1] . To reduce mortality rate, national screening programs have been introduced. These screening programs mainly use X-ray mammography to scan a breast on the presence of a tumor. Unfortunately, X-ray mammography has some serious shortcomings; it uses ionizing radiation to probe the interior of the breast, the screening is in general painful, and above all it is less suitable to screen dense breasts typical for young women as the healthy glandular tissue will "overshadow" the tumor in the resulting image. To overcome these shortcomings alternative screening modalities are being developed.
Several initiatives have been employed to build devices that use acoustic wave fields to scan the breast on the presence of cancer [2] - [4] . With these modalities variations in the acoustic medium properties are used to differentiate between the healthy tissues and a cancerous lesion [5] . To obtain these properties, various types of imaging and inversion methods may be employed [6] . Besides acoustic waves also microwaves ares used to scan the breast [7] . With these modalities variations in the dielectric medium properties are used to differentiate between tissues [8] , [9] .
Up to date, all these modalities work independently; the breast is scanned either using acoustic or electromagnetic wave fields. However, one may expect that an improved resolution may be achieved if the breast is scanned using both modalities simultaneously and where the results from both scans are used in a joint inversion method to improve the resolution of the final images. These type of approaches have already been employed succesfully for geophysical applications [10] , but not for medical applications.
To test the feasibility of joint inversion we introduce the underlying theory in section II. In section III we show preliminary results obtained with separate and joined inversion, followed by a conclusion in section IV.
II. THEORY

A. Acoustic wave fields
For lossless media with constant volume density of mass ρ 0 and spatially varying speed-of-sound c(x), the acoustic pressure wave field p(x, t) at the location x and time instant t is generated by a primary acoustic source S A (x, t). The resulting wave field governs the scalar wave equation
Typically, the sources and the receivers are located on a surface S in the homogeneous embedding with constant sound speed c 0 . The surface S encloses the spatial domain of interest D, see Fig. 1 . Equation (1) may be recast into an integral equation of the second kind that reads [11] 
wherep inc (x) denotes the incident field in the temporal Fourier domain. Here the caret symbolˆis used to denote that a given quantity is defined in the temporal Fourier domain with angular frequency ω. The incident field is obtained by convolving the primary sourceŜ(x) with the Green's function G A (x − x ), i.e. the impulse response of the homogeneous embedding, hencê
In 2-D, the volume integral in equation (3) reduces to a surface integral and the Green's functionĜ A (x − x ) is based on Hankel functions of the first kind, hencê
The scattered field is denoted byp sct (x) and equalŝ
Clearly, the acoustic contrast is only non-zero within the domain D.
B. Electromagnetic wave fields
Similar to the acoustic case, the propagation of the electric wave fieldÊ(x) in heterogeneous media may be described using integral equations as well. For the electric field, the resulting integral equation readŝ
In equation (7) the incident electric fieldÊ inc (x) is generated by an electric currentĴ(x ) and equalŝ
whereĜ E is the electromagnetic Green's function. The scattered electric fieldÊ sct (x) in equation (7) is readŝ
with wave number k 2 0 = ω 2 0 μ 0 where 0 is the permittivity of vacuum and μ 0 the permeability of the medium. The electric contrast function χ E (x ) is defined as
C. Joint inversion with structural similarity approach
Determining the unknown contrast function from the measured scattered field is a non-linear inverse problem that is severely ill-posed. In this work, we explore a linearization of the problem based on the Born approximation. This approximation is valid for targets that are small compared to the wave length of the probing wave field and/or whose contrast functions have a small amplitude. The Born approximation approximates the total field inside the object by the incident field and hence neglects the scattered field. Consequently, the acoustics scattered field reads within this approximation aŝ
and the electric scattered field aŝ
x ∈DĜ
The joint inversion is accomplished by defining a cost function as a summation of the data errors for each model as shown in equations (11) and (12) and via the difference between the normalized gradients of the contrast functions. Consequently, the resulting error functional equals
where β is the regularization parameter, and χ E N and χ A N are the normalized contrast functions. In order to take advantage of the structural similarity of the acoustics and electromagnetic models, we include in our cost function a regularization term based on the gradients of the two contrast functions. Finally a Conjugate Gradient method is employed for the minimization of the cost function.
III. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In order to verify the proposed method, we consider the reconstruction of the synhetic breast model [12] given in Fig. 2(a) and Fig. 2(b) . Here, a circular scanning system enclosing the breast is considered. The system contains 30 acoustic/electromagnetic transmitters and 50 acoustic/electromagnetic receivers equally distributed on the circular array. For the electromagnetic measurements we consider a single frequency of 2 GHz and for the acoustics measurements the two frequencies 60 and 70 kHz. The domain of interest is a squared region of 13 cm by 13 cm that is discretized into 64 × 64 cells.
We first reconstruct the acoustics and electromagnetic contrasts separately, i.e. β = 0. The inversion results are given in Fig. 2(c) and Fig. 2(d) . It can be seen that the acoustics contrast function is reconstructed quite accurately, however, the electromagnetic contrast function does not provide any detail of the breast. The proposed algorithm is then applied with β = 1 to improve the electromagnetic reconstruction by taking the acoustic reconstruction into account, see Fig. 2 (e) and Fig. 2(f) . It is clear that the use of the reconstructed acoustic contrast as an input for the inversion dramatically improves the resolution of the electromagnetic reconstruction.
IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a joint Born inversion algorithm to improve the resolution for ultrasound and electromagnetic imaging for breast cancer detection. The method is tested on a synthetic cancerous breast. We have shown through numerical experiments that the resolution of the reconstructed electromagnetic contrast is improved by using joint inversion.
